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Partners in change
Features - Municipal Contracting

Michelle Leonard of SCS Engineers details the municipal contracting trends that are gaining
traction and the industry changes that have led to them.
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Municipal recycling contracts have changed in recent years in response to increasing
contamination and commodity market volatility. They also reflect the need for municipalities and
processors to work together to create sustainable programs that benefit all parties, says Michelle
Leonard, senior vice president at Long Beach, California-based SCS Engineers
(https://www.scsengineers.com/) and the company’s resident expert on solid waste planning,
recycling and sustainability.
Leonard says she’s noticed four trends emerge in contracts for recycling services in the last five
years that involve the assessment of contamination fees, the establishment of performance
standards, outreach and education requirements and the changing material stream.
Some of these trends stem from issues that are interconnected. For instance, outreach and
education have grown more important as contamination in the recycling stream has increased,
which is influenced in part by changes in consumer packaging that leave residents wondering if
an item is recyclable. When in doubt, residents don’t always throw an item in the trash but instead
toss it in the recycling bin, hoping it is recyclable. The industry has come to call this wishcycling.
Contamination in the recycling stream has a tangible effect on material recovery facility (MRF)
operators, increasing their residue rates and disposal costs at a minimum and jeopardizing the
viability of entire loads of material or, depending on the nature of the contamination, even leading
to fires.
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Profits and losses
When Recycling Today hosted its State of the Municipal Recycling Industry
(https://www.recyclingtoday.com/keyword/soi-municipal/) roundtable in the spring of last year,
participants who represented municipalities pointed to the increased use of excess contamination
fees in their contracts with MRF operators.
Shelby Lewis, recycling coordinator for the city of Tampa, Florida, Department of Solid Waste &
Environmental Program Management (https://www.tampa.gov/solid-waste), said the city’s contract
included such a fee, explaining, “So, on top of your processing fee, they do a [composition] study.
It was designated materials versus nondesignated materials, and then it came out with what our
composition contamination rate is.”
Lewis said Tampa’s contamination rate was determined to be 35 percent. The city was charged an
excess contamination fee of $150 per ton in addition to its $90-per-ton processing fee.
“It was a huge hit to us because that is a huge cost,” she added. “We are hoping that, as the
market recovers, something like that won’t be necessary in the contracts.”
During the roundtable, Jeff Snyder, director of recycling at Cincinnati-based Rumpke Waste &
Recycling (http://www.rumpke.com), said the high level of contamination coupled with low
commodity prices made these fees necessary.
When asked if she’s heard of many municipalities pushing back on these fees, Leonard says, “I
don’t think they have a choice,” noting that they were an outgrowth of China’s National Sword
initiative and because MRF operators can no longer market recovered commodities with high
levels of contamination.
“Certainly, one way to combat contamination is with the implementation of those fees,” she says.
Leonard adds, “However, as the markets are rebounding and we’re finding new markets for
materials domestically, I think that there will be some pushback or at least some negotiations on
those contamination fees.”
These fees vary by contract. “Some are a penalty; some are a reduced revenue,” she says. In
some cases, MRFs could just reject the load altogether, Leonard says.
The composition of a municipality’s incoming loads is established at the outset of the contract,
she says, and then monthly or quarterly assessments are performed and compared with the
original analysis to judge whether contamination has increased or decreased.
“There’s typically a methodology that’s included in the contract that indicates how those studies
are conducted,” Leonard says. “Then the municipality will have the ability to review the results of
the analysis and come and have that discussion with the processor.”
The use of performance standards in contracts also has emerged as a trend, she says. They can
include terms, obligations, termination rights, responsibilities and the rights of both parties,
administration tools and compensatory and payment structures, Leonard says.

MRF operators have instituted processing fees in some cases and adjusted their revenue sharing
models in recent years in response to China’s exit from the recovered fiber and plastics markets
late last decade, which caused pricing for these commodities to plummet initially.
The most common revenue-sharing model being used today is a weighted average commodity
price, Leonard says, noting the model “takes into account the percentages or the material
composition of the mixed recyclables and then the market price for each commodity, so that as
those commodity prices change, the revenue sharing rate changes.”
Leonard says adjustments can be made monthly or quarterly and are based on the geographic
location and the commodity market prices in that area.
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Recycling education
The increased focus on contamination has led to contract language regarding recycling
education.
Leonard says municipalities and their processing and hauling contractors must work together to
address recycling education, with vendors helping with education and outreach. She adds that
oftentimes the municipality will provide the door-to-door education and outreach if it is the
collector. They also will share information on their websites and in customers’ bills.
However, if the processor is the collector, “they may be a little more responsible for that
outreach,” Leonard says, which can involve tagging carts and bins that present ongoing
contamination issues. She says this type of outreach can be most effective because it allows
direct contact with the generator.

MRF tours also can be an effective education tool, Leonard says, as it gives the processor the
opportunity to show the public how contamination affects operations.
Additionally, presenting about recycling at schools remains an effective form of community
education, Leonard says, because the students bring those messages home.
To be the most effective, recycling education programs should employ a variety of tactics such as
these. “Education is an ongoing process,” she says. “You have to be dynamic. The message we
send today will be different than the message we sent last month because people tend to ignore
that. We try to change things up a little bit and provide new information or [information] in a
different format so that people pay attention and hopefully change their behavior. The really
interesting part of communication is that if it sounds or looks the same for too long, people will
stop paying attention.”
Leonard says some contracts are prescriptive in terms of the outreach and education
requirements. She says these requirements can include providing a dedicated outreach specialist
for the municipality, providing tours to schools and community groups, links to websites and the
number of newsletters that must be distributed annually.
As end markets and consumer packaging change, residential recycling programs will continue to
face challenges, Leonard says, necessitating ongoing education and collaboration between
municipalities and processors.

The need to work together
The volatility introduced by China’s exit from the market has somewhat subsided as domestic
markets have developed, enabling processors to make investments in the technology that will
allow them to respond to the changing material stream, Leonard says.
Additionally, municipalities are “more realistic and accepting of the limitations of facilities,” she
says, adding that they want to have recycling programs that are successful and not too expensive.
“That goes back to that partnership and understanding what the capabilities of the processor are
and working with them.”
Leonard says four or five years ago people were saying that recycling was dead. “China Sword
really was a wake-up call for our industry.” She says the situation taught the industry that it has to
be judicious about what goes in the bin; prioritize processing to produce quality, marketable
materials; and develop end markets domestically. Recycling contracts have changed in response
to these new realities.
The author is editor of Recycling Today and can be contacted by email at dtoto@gie.net
(mailto:dtoto@gie.net).

